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We have developed a method to retrieve or to estimate the spatial critical current distribution in a
small Josephson junction from a critical current measurement in a magnetic field~the junction size
is in reference to the Josephson length!. The method is based on an iterative algorithm that uses fast
Fourier transform and physical constraints to achieve the proper solution~s!. We simulated some
typical critical current distributions and the algorithm converged to a single solution. We applied the
algorithm to measurements of the critical current of grain boundary junctions of an oxygen deficient
YBa2Cu3O72d thin film. The convergence was always to one of a very few solutions very similar
in nature. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!03433-5#
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Critical current distribution in a Josephson junction is
important tool for understanding the structure and the m
netic field distribution inside the junction, hence its impo
tance as an analysis tool. For example, uniformity of
critical current in the junction affects noise, as would
manifested in a superconducting quantum interference
vice ~SQUID!. Until now the critical current distribution wa
neither measured nor calculated directly from other meas
ments. By measuring the critical current of a Josephson ju
tion as a function of the magnetic fieldI C(B), one can obtain
information about the spatial critical current density distrib
tion in the junctionj c(x), which will yield information about
the real geometry of the junction and about fluxes inside
outside the junction. We first consider a junction of widthW
and thicknessd, with a cross section in thex-y plane and a
magnetic fieldB applied parallel to they direction. A junc-
tion is considered small if its width isW!lJ , wherelJ is
the Josephson penetration depthlJ5AF0/4pm0lL, where
F0 is a unit of magnetic flux (2.0731027 G cm2) andlL is
the London penetration depth. In this case we can ass
that the magnetic fieldB is uniform along thex direction, and
then the phase inside the junction is related to thex coordi-
nate by

w~x!5~2pdmB/F0!x1f0 , ~1!

where dm5t12lL>2lL . Here, t is the thickness of the
barrier of the junction; usuallyt!lL . The critical currents
of the junction are related by a Fourier transform:1

I c~B!5uJc~B!eiw~B!u

5U E
0

W

j c~x!eiw~x!dxU
5

F0

dm
UIF j cS F0

dm
xD GU, ~2!

where j c(x) is the critical current density and is defined b
j c(x)5*0

dj c(x,y)dy. Equation~2! contains only partial in-
formation onj c(x); the main problem is the lack of phase
I@ j C(x)#. By performing an inverse Fourier transform o
uI C(B)u we retrieve the autocorrelation function ofj c(x);
this is the most information that we can get directly

a!Electronic mail: onesher@physics.technion.ac.il
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j c(x).2,3 Until now many attempts, mostly by model fitting
were made to reconstructj C(x) from I C(B), i.e., trying to
find a model for j c(x) whose Fourier amplitudes are mo
similar to the measuredI C(B).2–6

We tried to solve this problem by using an algorith
based on the method of projection on convex sets~POCS!.7–9

This algorithm is based on numerical iterative calculati
that uses a fast Fourier transform~FFT! and known con-
straints to recover the lost phase ofI@ j C(x)# as follows.

~1! We start by creating an array of random phasesfn(B)
~n50 initially!.

~2! The phases are added to the measured amplitu
I C(B) in the magnetic domain. We getI n(B)
5I C(B)eiFn(B).

~3! The algorithm then calculates the inverse FFT~IFFT! of
I n(B) into the real space~x! domain, where we get, in
general,i n(x)5I21@ I n(B)#.

~4! Here physical constraints are applied to the funct
i n(x) to form a modified currenti n8(x). The constraints
we choose to use are~a! the critical current must be rea
i n8(x)5Re@in(x)#; ~b! the critical current must be positive
i n8(x)5 i n(x) if i n(x).0; ~c! the critical current outside
the junction should be zero,i n8(x)50 if x,0 or x.W;
~d! the current should also be conserved after~a!–~c! are
satisfied,10 (x@ i n8(x)#5(x@ i n(x)#. This is achieved by
multiplying i n8(x) by a constant derived from the delete
components.

~5! We return to the magnetic domain by FFT. We g
I n11(B)5I@ i n8(x)# with a new phase fn11(B)
5arg@In11(B)#.

~6! We check for convergence. If it is not achieved, we
turn to step~2!; otherwise the solution isi c(x)5 i n(x).

If we get the same solution every time, we start w
another set of random phasesf(B); then we have probably
found a single mathematical solution. A unique solution
not guaranteed in such one-dimensional problems.11

We tested the algorithm by trying to reconstruct som
typical critical current distributions, such as convex or co
cave distributions,1 from the amplitudes of their Fourie
transforms. For all the symmetric critical current distrib
tions we got, after a few hundred iterations, a convergenc
a single solution—the one we started with. When asymm
ric critical current distributions were tried, two solutions th
1249249/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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were opposite in direction but otherwise equal were fou
and one was equal to the original critical current distributio
There is no way to tell the true solution from its mirro
image.11 In order to check sensitivity to noise, we created
uniform critical current distribution with a random Gaussi
noise added to it. Multiple solutions start to appear for lev
of noise larger than 0.25 of the uniform distribution. Th
means that, for this level of noise, the starting guess beco
significant.7

We tested the method on measurements from a g
boundary junction made of an oxygen deficie
YBa2Cu3O72d (Tc555 K) thin film that was deposited b
laser ablation on a 24° bicrystal SrTiO3 substrate. The film
had a 150 nm thickness, and its width was patterned to
W55 mm. The critical current of the junctionJC(B) was
measured and the normalized result is shown in Fig. 1~a!.
The value of the measured critical current without magne
field was 32.5 mA, and, assuming lL5170 nm for
YBa2Cu3O72d, results inlJ52.5mm. Under these condi
tions we may say that to a first approximation the magn
field in the junction is uniform,4 and we call this a smal
junction.

In order to find the critical current distribution we use
the phase retrieval algorithm described above. There
critical current level that is independent of the field, whi
indicates thatj c(x,y) contains white noise.12 There are two
ways to deal with such noise. The first is to subtract it fro
all data, which would mean that we ignore its effect at
magnetic fields, low and high. We have taken a second
proach: we only removed the critical current signal at h

FIG. 1. ~a! Critical current of the 5mm grain boundary junction vs magneti
field; ~b!–~d! three of the most common solutions of the critical curre
distribution and their abundance among all solutions.
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field. This corresponds in the junction domain to removal
noise only at high frequencies. Mathematically, we mu
plied it by a tapering filter, a cosine bell function, whic
drops from unity inside the region (uBu,5 G) to zero outside
the region (uBu.5 G) in the same way that a cosine wou
change between 0 andp. For our data of 4001 points~after
applying the tapering filter! we used a FFT of 8192 points t
avoid aliasing.11 The critical current is slightly asymmetri
with respect to the magnetic field because of measurem
errors. This is different from our model which assumes a r
value for the critical current in the real space~x!. The results
converged to the same junction size: even without using
size constraint, there was no current outside a 5mm region.
When applying a size constraint of 5mm, convergence was
faster, but this constraint was not requiredper se.

After running the algorithm tens of times, each time wi
initial different random phases, we got six solutions, three
the most common~total 90%! are shown in Fig. 1, with their
abundance. All the solutions, although mathematically d
ferent, do have the same physical qualities, namely, t
share the same size, they all have the same convex dist
tion, and they only differ by the oscillations on top of th
convex distribution. These oscillations share the same
quency, but are superposed at different shifts relative to
convex distribution. The origin of the oscillation is the tw
bumps at63.1 G @Fig. 1~a!#. Since these bumps can be ea
ily recognized, we separated the convex part and the osc
tions and applied the algorithm to the two parts separat
Now there was no ambiguity and we got only one soluti
for the convex part and one solution for the oscillatory p
~Fig. 2!. Adding these two parts gives us a critical curre
distribution that is similar to the most common solution@Fig.
1~b!#.

We tried this algorithm on a larger junction~10 mm!,
where the Fourier relationship is even less valid than for
smaller junction. Unlike the small junction case, where t
convergence was to a few solutions, in the case of lar
junctions each initial random phase condition led to a diff
ent solution~Fig. 3!. Again, we can see common feature
such as the junction size and a common shape, concav
this case~probably due to the self-field of the current in larg

FIG. 2. The two parts of the critical current distribution in the junction:~a!
the convex part and~b! the oscillatory part. Their sum is very close to th
of Fig. 1~b!.
O. Nesher and E. N. Ribak
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junctions!.1 However, we were not successful in character
ing the oscillations. We were not able to separate them p
erly from the low frequency~or low magnetic field! current
and thus could not solve for the two parts separately.

The origin for the oscillatory part of the current distrib
tion is probably due to the structure of the grain bound
junction. This is because of the strong dependence of
current on the actual barrier thicknesst:13

j c~x,y!}e2kt~x,y!, ~3!

wherek21 is the decay length of the barrier. Measureme
of the critical current in magnetic field of YBa2Cu3O72d

grain boundary junctions were taken by others.3,4,5,14,15

Hilgenkampet al.14 noticed the presence of similar peaks
other samples with comparable thicknesses and junc
sizes (W;16mm), and attributed these peaks to a sem
regular array of grain boundaries of 0 andp facets at the
junction. We measured a sample grown under similar con
tions to the 5mm sample above~Figs. 1 and 2! with an
atomic force microscope~AFM! ~Fig. 4! and found that the
island size was approximately 0.1–0.2mm, similar to the
results quoted.14,15 Our sample, in contrast to those of Re
14 and 15, was grown at in oxygen deficient atmosph
However, notice that the oscillations~Fig. 2! have a spatial
extent of 0.5mm.

In addition, we calculated the focusing factor of th

FIG. 3. ~a! Critical current of the 10mm grain boundary junction vs mag
netic field, ~b!–~d! three typical solutions of the critical current densi
distribution from the many obtained.
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magnetic field in the junction. The unit of length in the re
domain isdx51/2kmax, wherek52pdmB/F0 @Eq. ~1!#. The
width of the junction is the product ofdx multiplied by the
number of length units in the reconstruction and totals 1mm.
The measured width of the junction was 5mm, which gives
a focusing factor of 5.

In summary, we developed a method to retrieve the cr
cal current density distribution in a small Josephson juncti
and we tested it against both simulation and real data.
found that for a small, oxygen deficient, YBa2Cu3O72d grain
boundary junction the critical current distribution consists
a convex distribution with an oscillation superposed on it
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FIG. 4. AFM image of the 150-nm-thick oxygen deficient YBa2Cu3O72d

grain boundary on a 24° bicrystal SrTiO3 substrate.
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